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Reach out if you would like someone added to the CORE. 
 
US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures continue to surge after yesterday’s rally (CNBC recap 
https://cnb.cx/32i6cKR ). Stocks have issues near-term, but investors are enthusiastic to eliminate the macro 
risks associated with this election. No Blue Wave is good for the market. We should see less regulatory 
reform for big tech. Corporate and personal tax increases will be much harder to pass. Expect a more 
targeted stimulus package that doesn’t end with the word ‘trillion’ in it, which will keep interest rates lower 
and make stocks more attractive. Will any pollsters lose their job for being so wrong? Probably not. They 
remind me of sell-side research analysts. Fed rate decision at 2pm today with a press conference from Fed 
Chair Powell at 2:30pm. Initial jobless claims release is at 8:30am. The estimate is 732k with continuing 
claims falling to 7.2 million. GM crushed earnings at is +5% pre-market. Hanes Brands down 15% pre-market 
on disappointing guidance. Was there a pull-forward demand on underwear from the pandemic? S&P Futures 
vs. Fair Value: +60.40,  10-Yr Yield: 0.734%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 Presidential challenger Joe Biden (Democrat) projected to win Michigan/Wisconsin; outright victory in 
terms of electoral vote is one State away; Focus on results from Nevada and Georgia on Thursday- 
TTN 

 House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) could face tougher math within her party to get another term as 
speaker.-Politico (Don’t these people want to retire at some point?) 

 Italy will lockdown six regions amid spread of coronavirus.-NYT 
 Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell called on Congress to pass a new economic relief package as 

prospects for Democrats’ multitrillion-dollar stimulus bill faded along with their chances for full 
control of the government.-WSJ 

 Whether or not Trump wins a second term, he confounded Democrats by turning out rural areas in 
higher numbers than in 2016, a feat that kept swing states tight and boosted the GOP’s congressional 
showing.-WSJ 

 The Treasury will continue to shift government financing to longer-dated maturities over the coming 
quarter, but at a more moderate pace than before, as Washington faces uncertain and potentially 
sizable borrowing needs because of the pandemic.-WSJ 

 Oregon became the first state to decriminalize the possession of all illegal drugs and to legalize the 
use of psilocybin—the active ingredient in hallucinogenic mushrooms—for mental-health 
treatment.-WSJ 

 “Markets often get politics wrong, but it’s rare to see them price in all three of the plausible results of 
a presidential election—Republican, Democrat, and long-drawn-out legal battle—in one night,” says 
columnist James Mackintosh.-WSJ (Again, I never want to hear the term “betting markets” when it 
comes to politics.) 

 The success of Proposition 22 in California, which allows gig economy companies to continue treating 
drivers as independent contractors, resolves the fiercest battles the car services faced and opens a 
path for them to remake labor laws throughout the country.-NYT (voters want less govt in CA?  I’m 
surprised.) 
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 The US formally withdrew from the Paris climate agreement two and a half years after Trump 
announced the plan to leave the global warming pact, a milestone in a presidency that has weakened 
environmental regulations and supported the fossil fuel sector.-FT 

 Prosecutors in Brazil charged one of president Jair Bolsonaro’s sons with embezzlement, money 
laundering, and criminal association, the culmination of a two-year investigation that could ensnare 
the country’s rightwing leader in a scandal following a period of calm.-FT 

 The president of the largest postal worker union said there are numerous reasons why ballots in the 
days leading up to the election would not receive a delivery scan, and that it’s highly unlikely that the 
number of undelivered ballots is anywhere near the 300,000 some parties claim.-Recode 

 Merck said it agreed to acquire privately held VelosBio for $2.75 billion in cash, a move that will help it 
strengthen its cancer drug portfolio.-Reuters 

 U.S. home rental company Airbnb plans to make its initial public offering (IPO) registration public as 
early next week, setting course for a stock market debut next month even as the COVID-19 pandemic 
intensifies.-Reuters 
 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 HBR: How to brace yourself for disappointment https://bit.ly/34Y8kJf (some may need this after the 
election) 

 Marketwatch: Some tips to boost your immune system https://on.mktw.net/364KNWx  
 AP News: Saudi Arabia to remove key restrictions on migrant laborers https://bit.ly/34Zy8F3  
 DRF: Breeders’ Cup this weekend… Baffert pledges to ‘raise the bar’ in his barn https://bit.ly/34XUh6B 

(what a joke.. guy is a full-on cheater, although he still has great hair) 
 
Charts from The Daily Shot: 
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Republicans in the Senate have no appetite for a massive stimulus bill. 

 
Source: BCA Research    
  

• With the year-end income cliff approaching (see this chart/comment from Oxford Economics), the 
Fed is now more likely to step in with a larger QE package. 

 
Source: @markets   Read full article    
  
Moreover, a fiscal stimulus-driven inflation spike becomes less likely. This chart shows market-based 
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long-term inflation expectations. 

 
  
With the Fed potentially in play and inflation expectations declining, Treasury yields tumbled. 
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The simultaneous sharp rally in stocks and bonds (which is quite unusual) is an indication that the 
market expects the Fed to step in. (We talked about this yesterday.) 

 
Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P.    
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A split government is generally good for stocks. (It’s also good for the country.) 

 
Source: LPL Research    

gridlock in Congress makes any significant new antitrust legislation against the tech industry less 
likely. Tech shares soared. 
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Here are the daily percent changes in the Nasdaq 100 index. 
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• The sharp decline in bond yields put substantial pressure on bank shares. (So much for that Value 
over Growth trade. It looked good for 3 days again. It really is the ‘Charlie Brown’ trade. For the 
younger crowd https://bit.ly/38f3WaM ) 
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There may be more upside for the housing market as mortgage rates decline further. (Expect the re-fi 
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party to continue) 

 
Source: Piper Sandler     

With no massive fiscal spending on the horizon, several sectors underperformed. 

– Industrials: 
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– Transportation: 
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– Metals & Mining (will steel tariffs be lifted?): 
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Below are a couple of other equity factor charts. 

  

• Momentum: 
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• Growth vs. value: 
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The S&P 500 is back above the 50-day moving average. 
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VIX declined sharply. 
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Bitcoin hit the highest level since early 2018 (holding above $14k). 

 
 
 
Last month’s ADP private payrolls report was considerably weaker than expected. 
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The labor market recovery is losing steam. 
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States where cannabis is now legal: 

 
Source: @bpolitics   Read full article    
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Life expectancy at 65: 

 
Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management    
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Veterans re-entering civilian life: 
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Source: Pew Research Center   Read full article   
 
 
 
Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
 
Nicholas Lampone 
Dalzell Trading 
Principal & Director of Trading 
Direct: 617-340-5316 
Main: 617-340-5313 
Cell:    267-980-3481 
Five Neshaminy Interplex 
Suite 307 
Trevose, PA 19053 
nlampone@dalzelltrading.com 
http://www.dalzelltrading.com/ 
 
 
 


